
WalMart Lovers – Remember These Photos

WalMart Lovers – Learn About The Value of Human Life in China and Wholesale Death

It has been said you cannot expect a Leopard to change it's spots. Neither can we expect China to 
change from a fear-filled terror state to one of freedom.

Sixty-eight different crimes - more than half non-violent offenses such as tax evasion and drug 
smuggling - are punishable by death in China. Death buses are likely to keep busy for the foreseeable 
future. 

Part of a 40 vehicle fleet of busy execution buses in China 

A condemned man entering a bus

What awaits him



Execution may be performed outside. Here we see three heartless stone-faced policeman standing 
guard while a policewoman operates the injection equipment.

If you think shooting is better, think again. Prisoners are carefully shot to disable and paralyze them 
without killing them. This is to allow harvesting of organs. Selling organs has become a highly 
lucrative and profitable business in China. Is it any wonder there are 68 different crimes (last known 
count) that will get anyone killed in China?

What kind of sick doctor could take organs out of someone who is not pronounced dead? But this is 
done every day in China.

Organ harvesting cannot be performed on someone who is pumped with lethal chemicals. Organs 
cannot be poisoned and remain useful. Instead, patients are supposedly made unconscious before 
surgery takes place. But sometimes they are still awake according to doctors.

Chinese doctors involved with organ harvesting have come forward revealing that many prisoners have 
been placed into a crematory WHILE STILL ALIVE. This means they were still alive when organs 
were taken.

Here is a video from China detailing the facts. CAUTION: Video may be too sickening for some 
readers to watch. A woman doing the on-camera narration appears to be unaffected by all of it while 
graphic pictures are shown. While talking about still-alive prisoners being put into a crematory, she 
coldly refers to a crematory as a “stove.”

Remember this article the next time you go into WalMart (ChinaMart) to buy products - built by fear-
filled adolescent children. It is a known fact children and adults are driven like slaves in China's 
factories to work 7 days a week WITHOUT ANY FUTURE.

Is fear, killing and slavery what we want America to turn into? Never, ever believe wholesale killing 
cannot happen in America. 

Did you ever think that the day would come when children in school are placed under a lock down drill 
- then marched onto US Army buses? That started 15 years ago. 

Ted Twietmeyer

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4IHAb2zySM

